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THE PITFALLS AND PROBLEMS OF THE GENERATION-SKIPPING TAX
John B. O'Grady
McGuire, Woods, Battle & Boothe LLP
One James Center
Richmond, Virginia 23219
December 4, 1998
Introduction.
A. In the Beginning.
. The GST Tax. When the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the "Act") first took
effect, most practitioners felt that the generation-skipping transfer ("GST") tax
would go the way of carry-over basis and the old GST Tax. The Act itself
retroactively repealed the 1976 version of GST which most practitioners either
ignored or just assumed wasso complicated that no one could understand it.
Based on prior history, the current GST tax certainly must be repealed if you
judge it on complexity. Unfortunately, the GST tax is here and, I believe, here
to stay.
2. Can We Ignore the GST Tax? When the Act included the new Chapter 13
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the "Code") entitled "Tax on
Generation-Skipping Transfers," most reacted by saying that it would not
affect their practices. "Most clients don't leave their assets to their
grandchildren; and if they do, it usually doesn't exceed $1 million." Does this
sound familiar? Most tax practitioners probably feel that while this may be an
intellectually interesting chapter of the Code, they did not need to be bothered.
Again, unfortunately, I believe this is a dangerous and improper assumption
to make. See P.L.R. 9736032 for example of liability issues practitioners may
face.
B. Scope. The scope of this outline will be to explain how tax practitioners can find
themselves in difficult (if not expensive) situations because of the failure to properly
allocate the generation-skipping transfer tax exemption. The emphasis will be on gift
tax returns, but the outline will also cover the estate tax return and Schedule R.
Finally, I believe strongly that examples offer the best teaching tool so there will be
examples of tax returns with suggested solutions. While the outline will cover some
of the generation-skipping rules, there will be an assumption that there is a working
knowledge of the law.
C. Goal. My goal is to highlight those areas of the regulations that offer the most
opportunities and pitfalls to a traditional practice. To the extent possible, the outline
will attempt to offer helpful suggestions on how to overcome the many walls erected
under the regulations.
II. The Generation-Skipping Tax.
A. Definitions.
1. Direct Skip. A direct skip is a transfer to a skip person that is subject to
Federal estate or gift tax. Only one direct skip occurs when a single transfer
of property skips two or three generations. Treas. Reg. § 26.2612-1(a)(1).
2. Lineal Descendants. When determining the occurrence of a direct skip, each
descendant below a deceased generation ascends to the generation assignment
immediately above. This rule does not apply in the event of a disclaimer. A
person will be deemed to have predeceased if death occurs within 90 days of
the transferor's death. Treas. Reg. § 26.2612-1(a)(2).
WARNING: Care should be given when applying the
predeceased ancestor exception. The following
examples clarify that it only applies to direct
skips and not to taxable terminations.
"Example 6. Predeceased ancestor exception. T establishes
an irrevocable trust providing that trust income is to be paid to T's
grandchild, GC, for 5 years. At the end of the 5-year period, the trust
is to terminate and the principal is to be distributed to GC. T's child,
C, a parent of GC, is deceased at the time T establishes the trust.
Therefore, GC is treated as a child of T rather than as a grandchild.
As a result, GC is not a skip person and the initial transfer to the trust
is not a direct skip. Similarly, distributions to GC during the term of
the trust and at the termination of the trust will not be GSTs."
"Example 7. Predeceased ancestor exception not applicable.
The facts are the same as in Example 6, except the trust income is to
be paid to T's spouse, S, during the first two years of the trust. Since
S has an interest in the trust, the trust is not a skip person and the
transfer by T is not a direct skip. Since the transfer is not a direct
skip, the predeceased ancestor rule does not apply and GC is not
treated as the child of T. A taxable termination occurs at the
expiration of S's interest."
Treas. Reg. § 26.2612-1(f).
3. Taxable Terminations. A taxable termination means that at the termination
(by death, lapse, release of power, etc.) of a trust, the property passes to skip
persons and no non-skip persons hold an interest in the trust property. Only
one taxable termination occurs upon the happening of a taxable event. For
example, if a trust holds property for the benefit of a child and grandchild and,
at the child's death, the assets pass to the great-grandchildren, only one taxable
termination occurs. Treas. Reg. § 26.2612-1(a)(3).
4. Interest in Trust. A person holds an interest in a trust if that person has the
present right to receive trust income or principal and is not a charity under
Section 2055(a). Treas. Reg. § 26.2612-1(e)(2).
B. Allocation of GST Exemption.
Generaly. The GST allocation may be made at any time from the date of the
transfer through the date for filing the federal estate tax return. If no estate tax
return is required to be filed, the GST exemption may be allocated at any time
through the date a return would be due. If property is held in trust, the
allocation of GST exemption is made to the entire trust rather than to specific
trust assets. Treas. Reg. § 26.2632-1(a).
2. Lifetime and Deemed Allocations. If a direct skip occurs during the
transferor's lifetime, the transferor's unused GST exemption is automatically
allocated to the transferred property. The transferor may elect out of the
automatic allocation by filing a timely-filed gift tax return and describing the
transfer and the extent to which the automatic allocation does not apply.
Payment of GST tax is a sufficient election out. Failure to file a timely
election to prevent the allocation is fatal. The election becomes irrevocable.
The automatic allocation is effective as of the date of the transfer. Treas. Reg.
§ 26.2632-1(b).
All GST exemption allocations made during the lifetime that are not
direct skips must be made on the gift tax return. The allocation may be made
by a formula. For example, the allocation may be expressed in terms of
the amount necessary to produce an inclusion ratio of zero.
Even though an allocation is irrevocable, an allocation is void to the
extent the amount exceeds the amount necessary to obtain a zero inclusion
ratio. Except as noted below, a timely allocation is effective as of the date of
the transfer to which it applies. Treas. Reg. § 26.2632-1(b)(2).
3. Estate Tax Inclusion Period ("ETIP"). An ETIP is the period during which,
should death occur, the value of the transferred property would be includible
(other than by reason of section 2035) in the gross estate of:
a. the transferor; and
b. the spouse of the transferor.
The values used in determining the inclusion ratio for property
subject to an ETIP will be the value as finally determined for federal estate tax
purposes or the value at the end of the ETIP (if not includible). GST
exemption may only be allocated at the end of the ETIP period. The effect of
the ETIP is to postpone the allocation of the GST exemption until the ETIP
ends. This eliminates the opportunity to leverage the GST exemption through
transfers such as Qualified Personal Residence Trusts and GRATS. Treas.
Reg. § 26.2632-1(C)(2).
4. Post-Death Allocations. All allocations by an executor are made on the
estate tax return. A timely allocation of GST exemption by the executor with
respect to a lifetime transfer not included in the gross estate is made on the
gift tax return. A late allocation to a lifetime transfer may be made on the
estate tax return or on a gift tax return filed on or before the due date of the
estate tax return. The allocation is effective as of the date the allocation is
filed.
An automatic allocation of the decedent's GST exemption occurs
whether or not a return is actually required to be filed. The GST exemption
is allocated pro rata first to direct skips, then to trusts which may have a
taxable termination or taxable distribution. The automatic allocation is
irrevocable and the executor may not change it later. Treas. Reg. § 26.2632-2.
C. Valuation.
1. Lifetime Transfers.
a. Timely Allocations. Generally, the value of property transferred
during lifetime is its fair market value on the effective date of the
GST exemption allocation. For a timely allocation, the effective date
is the date of the gift.
b. Late Allocations. For a late allocation to a lifetime gift, the effective
date is the date of allocation. The transferor may elect, solely for the
purposes of determining the fair market value of the assets, in a late
allocation to treat the allocation as having been made on the first day
of the month during which the late allocation is filed.
WARNING: This election is not available for valuing life
insurance held individually or in trust if the
insured individual has died before the tax return
is filed.
The election is made on the gift tax return stating the
applicable valuation date and the fair market value of the assets on
that date. Treas. Reg. § 26.2642-2(a)(2).
2. Transfers at Death. Generally, the value of property included in the
decedent's gross estate is its value for purposes of chapter 11. The chapter 11
value of § 2032A property is its § 2032A value only if the transfer is a direct
skip and a recapture agreement specifically provides for the recapture of the
GST tax. Treas. Reg. § 26.2642-2(b)(1). Unless you file a federal estate tax
return, an individual's GST exemption is deemed to be allocated first to all
direct skips and then equally to all trusts that may have a generation-skipping
transfer. You should consider affirmatively allocating the GST exemption so
that it is allocated in a manner to maximize the usefulness and effectiveness
of the GST exemption. Failure to do so will result in the GST exemption
allocated among trusts with different GST potentials.
3. Special Rule for Pecuniary Gifts. If a pecuniary gift is satisfied with
property other than cash, the value of the property is the amount of the gift
only if payment must be made at date of distribution values or must be
satisfied in a fairly representative basis similar to Rev. Proc. 64-19, 1964-1
C.B. 682. If you fail to meet this test, the value for GST tax purposes will be
its date of distribution value. The purpose of this rule is to prevent the
fiduciary from funding pecuniary gifts with appreciated assets. Treas. Reg.
§ 26.2642-2(b)(2).
4. Charitable Lead Annuity Trusts. The valuation for GST tax purposes with
a charitable lead annuity trust is defined on an adjusted basis. The adjusted
GST exemption is the actual GST exemption allocated increased by an amount
equal to the GST exemption allocated if it were invested at the rate used to
determine the estate or gift tax charitable deduction, compounded annually, for
the lead period. Treas. Reg. § 26.2424-3.
D. Separate Trusts.
I1. In Genera. Treatment of a trust as separate trusts for GST tax purposes does
not allow you to treat them as separate trusts for any other tax purpose,
including income tax. Additions to, and distributions from, such trusts are
allocated pro rata among the separate trusts.
A person's GST exemption allocated to a single trust is allocated on
a pro rata basis among the separate trusts unless clearly allocated differently
at the time of allocation. Treas. Reg. § 26.2654-1(a).
2. Multiple Transferors Portions of a trust attributable to different transferors
are treated as separate trusts for Chapter 13. Treas. Reg. § 26.2054-1(a)(2).
3. Separate Shares. If a single trust consists solely of separate and independent
shares for different beneficiaries, the share attributable to each beneficiary is
treated as a separate trust. The following examples illustrate this rule:
"Example 1. Separate Shares as Separate
Trusts. T transfers $100,000 to a trust under which
income is to be paid in equal shares for 10 years to T's
child, C, and Ts grandchild, GC (or their respective
estates). The trust does not permit distributions of
principal during the term of the trust. At the end of the
10-year term, the trust principal is to be distributed to C
and GC in equal shares. The shares of C and GC in the
trust are separate and independent and, therefore, are
treated as separate trusts. The result would not be the
same if the trust permitted distributions of principal
unless the distributions could only be made from a one-
half separate share of the initial trust principal and the
distributee's future rights with respect to the trust are
correspondingly reduced."
"Example 2. Separate Share Rule Inapplicable.
The facts are the same as Example 1, except the trustee
holds the discretionary power to distribute the income in
any proportion between C and GC during the last year of
the trust. The shares of C and GC in the trust are not
separate and independent shares throughout the entire
term of the trust and, therefore, are not treated as
separate trusts for purposes of Chapter 13."
Treas. Reg. § 26.2654-1(a)(5).
E. Division of Single Trust into Separate Trusts.
InnGerali. A single trust treated as separate trusts may be divided at any
time into separate trusts; however, the severance is generally not recognized
for GST tax purposes. Treas. Reg. § 26.2654-1(b).
2. Trust Assets Included in Gross Estate. The severance of a trust that is
included in the transferor's gross estate (or created under the will) into two or
more trusts is recognized for GST tax purposes if:
a. the new trusts are severed pursuant to authority granted under local
law or under the governing instrument;
b. the terms of the new trusts provide in the aggregate for the same
succession of interests and beneficiaries;
c. the severance occurs or a reformation proceeding, if required, is
begun before the date prescribed for filing the federal estate tax
return; and
d. the severed trusts are funded with a fractional share of each and every
substantial interest or right held by the single trust.
Treas. Reg. § 26.2654-1(b)(1).
III. GST Planning for the Crummey Power.
A. Introduction. Of all the possible GST transfers that take place, the Crummey
power of withdrawal creates the greatest opportunity for problems,
miscommunication and simple mistakes. Until the regulations were issued,
there was a great deal of debate as to who is the transferor, to what or to whom
is the transfer made, and the effect of a failure to withdraw. While the
regulations offer some insight as to the answer to these questions, they fail to
put the problems to rest.
B. Danger with Crummey Trusts. The standard, run of the mill Crummey trust
will almost always be subject to the GST tax. Most practitioners assume that
if the trust assets are distributed to the grantor's descendants, per stirpes, there
is no reason to be concerned about the GST tax. In a traditional estate plan,
the decedent's GST exemption is sufficient to allocate to the credit shelter
trust. Assuming no reverse QTIP, the surviving spouse becomes the transferor
of the marital trust. If a child dies before the surviving spouse leaving
descendants, there will be no GST tax consequences. The credit shelter trust
is covered by the allocation and the predeceased child rule applies to the
marital trust.
WARNING: In the Crummey trust, the predeceased child
exception does not apply. The exception only
applies to direct skips and typically the child is
alive at the time of the creation of the trust. You
must allocate GST exemption to avoid the tax in
most situations.
C. Inconsistency in Taxes. The typical Crummey trust is designed to take
advantage of the gift tax annual exclusion. Unfortunately, the gift tax annual
exclusion and the GST exclusion do not overlap. Section 2642(c) was
amended to provide that an annual exclusion gift to a trust will not be exempt
from GST tax unless the trust provides that (i) during the life of the income
beneficiary, no portion of the principal or income may be distributed to any
other beneficiary, and (ii) if the trust does not terminate before the beneficiary
dies, the assets of the trust will be includible in the gross estate of the
beneficiary.
WARNING: The typical Crummey trust that qualifies for the
gift tax annual exclusion does not qualify for the
GST tax exclusion.
D. The GST Allocation.
1. To Allocate or Not. An allocation of the GST exemption to the
transfer may result in a zero inclusion ratio. The planner's dilemma
is that not all trusts anticipate full use of the GST exemption. For
example, the typical trust may have a child's trust until age 30. Even
more troublesome is the outright distribution to the grantor's
descendants per stirpes. There is no need to allocate GST exemption
if all the children survive the grantor and receive the trust assets
outright. Failure to plan for the unlikely event of a deceased child
may cause significant adverse results. While the allocation of the
GST exemption may seem to be a waste, failure to do so could result
in the payment of the tax. Remember, the GST will be allocated
after death to the value of the trust assets at that time. When using
large life insurance policies, this could be costly.
2. The Transferee. One of the ongoing controversies with the
Crummey power was the identity of the transferee. Early technical
advice memoranda indicated the transfer was to the withdrawal right
beneficiaries. TAM 8901004 (September 16, 1988). Later, private
letter rulings indicated that the transfer was to the trust.
P.L.R. 8922002 (March 7, 1989). The preamble to the regulations
clearly state that the transfer is to the trust and not to the withdrawal
right beneficiaries.
E. Examples. The following examples contain estate and gift tax returns
illustrating the reporting of numerous GST allocations.
EXHIBIT SCHEDULE
A. Declaration of Division of Marital Trust
B. Severance of Marital Trust and Notice of Allocation of GST Exemption
C. Form 706, Schedule R, Allocation of GST Exemption between Family and Marital Trust
D. Form 706, Schedule R, Direct Skips Where Property Interests Transferred Bear the GST Tax
E. Form 706, Schedule R, Direct Skips Where Property Interests Transferred Do Not Bear the
GST Tax
F. Deemed Allocation of GST Exemption Shown on Current Gift Tax Return for Prior Gifts
G. Redetermination of Applicable Fraction for Late Allocation of GST Exemption
H. Trusts treated as Separate Trusts - Multiple Transferors to Single Trust
I. Late Allocation of GST Exemption with Multiple Transferors to Single Trust Shown on
Current Gift Tax Return
THE MARITAL TRUST UNDER THE JOHN Q. CLIENT TRUST AGREEMENT
DECLARATION OF DIVISION
This Declaration of Division of the Marital Trust created under The John Q. Client Trust
Agreement, dated October 10, 1990, as amended by a first amendment dated June 16, 1997, is made
as of August 3, 1998 by NationsBank, N.A., as Trustee of the Marital Trust.
Article I
RECITALS
A. John Q. Clien
1. John Q. Client ("Mr. Client") died a resident of Richmond, Virginia, on
October 12, 1997.
2. Mr. Client entered into a trust agreement, The John Q. Client Trust
Agreement, dated October 10, 1990, as amended by a first amendment dated
June 16, 1997 (the "John Q. Client Trust"), with Sovran Bank (now
NationsBank, N.A.) as Trustee.
3. On Mr. Client's death, the Trustee is directed under Article III of the John Q.
Client Trust to retain certain trust assets in a separate trust (the "Marital
Trust") for the benefit of Mr. Client's wife, Jane P. Client.
B. Division of the Marital Trust.
1. The Marital Trust may be subject to a generation-skipping transfer tax under
section 2601 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. The Trustee
desires to divide the Marital Trust into two separate trusts, called the GST
Exempt Marital Trust and the GST Nonexempt Marital Trust, with the terms
of each trust having the same succession of interests and beneficiaries as are
provided in the original trust.
2. The Trustee believes that this division of the Marital Trust will not defeat or
materially impair the accomplishment of the trust purposes or the interest of
any beneficiary.
3. The Trustee has the authority to divide the Marital Trust under section 55-19.3
of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended.
A-1
ARTICLE II
DIVISION OF THE MARITAL TRUST
A. Declaration of Division.
1. The Trustee hereby divides the Marital Trust into two separate trusts, called
the GST Exempt Marital Trust and the GST Nonexempt Marital Trust, with
each trust having terms identical to those of the Marital Trust, in accordance
with the formula described in paragraph 2 below.
2. The GST Exempt Marital Trust shall equal the following fractional share of
the Marital Trust assets.
a. The numerator of the fraction shall equal the amount of the available
GST exemption of Mr. Client. For purposes of this paragraph, the
available GST exemption of Mr. Client shall be Mr. Client's GST
exemption minus all allocations of Mr. Client's GST exemption other
than allocations to the Marital Trust, less the value of the Family
Trust.
b. The denominator will equal the value of the Marital Trust assets as
finally determined for federal estate tax purposes.
3. The GST Nonexempt Marital Trust shall consist of the remaining fractional
share of the Marital Trust assets.
B. Severance of Marital Trust. The Marital Trust shall be divided into the GST Exempt
Marital Trust and the GST Nonexempt Marital Trust on a fractional basis in
accordance with Treas. Reg. § 26.2654-1 (b). If the trusts are funded on a nonpro rata
basis, the funding will be based on either the fair market value of the assets on the date
of funding or in a manner that fairly reflects the net appreciation or depreciation in the
value of the assets measured from the date of death to the date of funding.
C. Interpretation of Declaration. The purpose of this Declaration is to divide the Marital
Trust into two separate trusts that will be recognized for purposes of Chapter 13 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. Accordingly, this Declaration shall be
interpreted and the Marital Trust shall be divided so as to comply with the provisions
of Treas. Reg. § 26.2654-1 (b).
A-2
Witness the following signature.
NATIONSBANK, N.A., as Trustee of the Marital
Trust created under the John Q. Client Trust
Agreement
By:
Title:
Date:
STATE OF VIRGINIA )) ss.
of_)
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _ day of
1998, by _ as on behalf of NationsBank, N.A., as
Trustee of the Marital Trust.
Notary Public
My Commission expires:
A-3
Attached to and Made Part of United States
Estate (and Generation-Skipping Transfer) Tax Return
of John Q. Client, Deceased (123-45-6789) Schedule R,
Part 1
Severance of Marital Trust and Notice of Allocation
Qf GST Exemption
The Trustee severed the Marital Trust into two separate trusts (see Attached "Declaration of
Division"). The new trusts will be identified as the GST Exempt Marital Trust and the GST
Nonexempt Marital Trust.
The GST Exempt Marital Trust is exempt from the generation-skipping transfer tax because
a portion of the Decedent's GST exemption is being allocated to this trust on Part 1 of Schedule R
to derive a zero inclusion ratio for that trust. The GST Nonexempt Marital Trust will be subject to
the generation-skipping transfer tax and will have an inclusion ratio of one.
The Executors hereby allocate to the GST Exempt Marital Trust the Decedent's available GST
exemption to produce an inclusion ratio equal to zero. Based on the values as returned, the amount
of the GST exemption allocated hereby is . The Executors intend to allocate the
decedent's available GST exemption based on values as finally determined for federal estate tax
purposes and hereby do so based on a formula allocation.
B-I
FORM 706, SCHEDULE R, ALLOCATION OF GST EXEMPTION
BETWEEN FAMILY AND MARITAL TRUST
The format and approach used in these federal and gift tax
returns are merely an expression of the author's
interpretation of the Code and regulations. Each
practitioner should review these returns and independently
verify their accuracy before recommending them for a
client.
C-1
Form 706 (Rev. 7-98)
SCHEDULE R - Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax
NOts: To avoid application of the deemed allocation rules, Form 706 and Schedule R should be fied to allocate the GST exemption to trusts that
may laer have taxable terminations or distributlons under section 2612 even if the form is not required to be filed to report estate or GST tax.
The GST tax is Imposed on taxable transfers of Interests in property located outsids the United States as well as property located inside
the United states.
See Instructions beginning on page 17.
Part 1. - GST Exemption Reconciliatlion (Section 2831) and Section 2652(aX3) (Special OTIP) Election
You no longer need to check a box to make a section 2652(a)(3) (special OTIP) election. If you
lIM qualifying property In Part 1, Ins 9, below, you wi be considered to have made this election.See page is of the separat e InstuIction for detalse.
1 Maximum allowable GST exemption .......................................................
2 Total GST exemption allocated by the decedent against decedent's lifetime transfers ..............
3 Total GST exemption allocated by the executor, using Form 709, against decedenrts lifetime
transtee ...................................... .......................................
4 GST exemption allocated on line 6 of Schedule R, Part .......................................
5 GST exe mption allocated on line 6 of Schedule R, r ......................................
6 Total GST exemption allocaed on lins 4 of Schedule(s) R-1 ..................................
7 Total GST exemption allocated to intervivos transfers and direct skips (add lines 2-6) .................
8 GST exemption available to allocate to trusts and section 2032A interests (subtract Ins 7 from
Henel) ............ .........................................................
9 Allocation of GST exemption to trusts (as defined for GST tax purposes):
$1,000,000
0.00
0.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
0.00
20,000.00
A
Name of trust
Trust u/w J. Q. Deent
- Family
Trust u/w J. Q. Deoedent
- Marital
B
Trust's EIN(f any)
C
GST exemption allo-
cated on Ones 2-6,
above (see inst.)
D
Additional GST
exemption allocated(see instructions)4 4 4. - - I
Unassigned
Unassigaed
0.00
0.00
625,000.00
355,000.00
U.
Trust's inclusion ratio
(optional -- see
instructions)
0.0000%
0.0000%
9DOTotalMay not exceed Ins, above...........................I9DI 980,000.00
10 GST exemption available to allocate to section 2032A interests received by Indivdual beneficl aies
(subtract Ins 9D from Ins 8). You must attach special use allocation schedule (see Instructions) ......... 10
(The Instructions to Schedule R are in the separate Instructions.)
CAA I 7SR1 NTF 15101
copyight Form. Software Only, 1398 Nelco
Schedule R - Page 33
C - 2
Form 706 (Rev. 7-M)
Estate of: JCHN Q. ( No GSr Tax ) D= ENT
Part 2. - DIrw Skwp Where the Propery intests Transfeed Bear the GST Tax on the Direct Sldps
Name of sIp person I Description of property interest transferred Estate tax value
Grandchild Cash Bequest
Total estate tax values of all property Interests isted above .......................................
EstaSe taxes, stat death taxes, and other charges borne by the property Interests isted above ........
GST taxs borne by the property Interests listed above but imposed on direct sdps other than those shown
on this Part 2 (see knomcdons) ............................................................
Total fbed taces and other charges (add Ines 2 and 3) ..........................................
Total tentative mamum direct skips (subtract kn 4 from Ine 1) ...................................
GST exerqtion ocaed .................................................................
Subtct ine 6 from Ire 5 ................................................................
GIST tux due (divide IM 7 by 2.818182) .....................................................
Enter the amount from lm 8 of Schedule R Part3 .............................................
Total OST taxes payable by 11m esate (add ines 8 and 9). Enter here and on ine 22 of the Tax
Computation on pe ................... ... ..................................
Schedule R - Page 34
CA 9 76R NT 16102
Copvght Porm Sftww. Only, 193I Nalco
I I" I
10,000.00
10 000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10,000.00
0.00
0.*00
0.00
0.00
C - 3
Form 706 (Rev. 7-98)
Estate of: JOHN 0. ( No GST Tax ) DEME]r
Part 3. - Dkw SkIps Whe fte Popet Interests Transferred Do Not Bear the GST Tax on the Direct Skips
Name of skp person Description of properly Interest transferred Estate tax value
Gad Cash Be st 10,000.00
I Total estate tax values of all property Interests iad above ....................................... 10,000.00
2 Estae laesw AM death taxes, and other charges borne by the pope itter iste v ........... 2 0.00
3 GST txe borne by the property 1Ite lated above but Irnioed on direct skps other than those shown
on t P t3 (see I) ............................................................ 3 0.00
4 Total fid maes and other charges (add Ines 2 and 3) .......................................... 4 0.00
5 Total tntalive maxmundrec sdpsd(sUbiactr ns 4 from Insl) ................................... 5 10,000.00
6 GST exoriptlon ak cl ................................................................. T 10,000.00
7 Subo Ct ne 6 from line 5 ................................................................ 7 0.00
8 GST tax due (nultply Ine 7 by .55). Enter hem and on Schedule R, Part 2 i ne 9 ..................... 8 0.00
CAA g oSR3 mnTF 101s m
Copyright Forms So tw Onty. 1998 Neica -
Schedule R - Page 35C - 4
FORM 706, SCHEDULE R, DIRECT SKIPS WHERE THE
PROPERTY INTERESTS TRANSFERRED BEAR THE GST TAX
The format and approach used in these federal and gift tax
returns are merely an expression of the author's
interpretation of the Code and regulations. Each
practitioner should review these returns and independently
verify their accuracy before recommending them for a
client.
D-1
Form 70 (Rev. 7-W8)
SCHEDULE R - Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax
Note: To avoid application of the deemed allocation rules, Form 706 and Schedule R should be filed to allocate the GST exemption to trusts that
may Wer have taxable Urmnabons or distributions under section 2812 avon if the form W not required to be fled to report estate or GST tax.
The GST tax is Imposed on taxable transfers of interests in property located eubilde the Unlted States as wel as property located inside
the United States.
See instructions beginning on page 17.
Palt 1. - GST Exemption Reconciliation (Section 2631) and Section 282(aX3) (Special 0TIP) Election
You no longer need to check a box to make a section 2652(a)(3) (special QTIP) election. If you
hK qualifying property in Part 1, line 9, below, you will be considered to have made this election.
See page 19 of the separate instructions for details.
1 Maximum allowable GST exemption .......................................................
2 Total GST exemption allocated by the decedent against decedents lifetime transfers ..................
3 Total GST exemption allocated by the executor, using Form 709, against decedents lifetime
tranoers ................................. ............................
4 GST exemption allocated on line 6 of Schedule R, Part 2 .......................................
5 GST exemption allocated on line 6 of Schedule R, Part 3 .......................................
6 Total GST exemption allocated on line 4 of Schedule(s) R-1 .....................................
7 Total GST exemption allocated to intervlivos transfers and direct skips (add lines 2-6) .................
8 GST exemption available to allocate to trusts and section 2032A interests (subtract line 7 from
ine l) ...............................................................................
9 Allocation of GST exemption to trusts (as defined for GST tax purposes):
1 $1,000,000
2 200,000.00
3 0.00
4 800 000.00
5 0.00
6 0.00
7 1,000,000.00
c n nn
B
Trusts EIN(if any)
C
GST exemption allo-
cated on ines 2-6,
above (see inst.)
D
Additional GST
exemption allocated(see instructions)
4. I 1
D Tota.L May not exceed line 8, above .............................. 9D 0.00
10 GST exemption available to allocate to section 2032A Interests received by individual beneclares;
(subtract line 9D from line 8). You must attach special use allocation schedule (see Instructions) ......... 10 I
Trust's Inclusion ratio(optional - see
instructions)
(The Instructions to Schedule R are in the separate instructions.)
CAA I 70WR1 NTF 11101
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Schedule R - Page 33
A
Name of trust
Form 706 (Rev. 7-M)
Estate of: JOHN Q. ( DIM= SKIPS BEAR GS X ) DB=ED r
Part 2. - Direct Skips Where the Prperty Inlms Transferred Bear the GST Tax on the Direct Skos
Nameof lip person Derotion of property Interest transferred Este tax value
Gradcild Cash Beust
Total esate tax values of al property Interests isted above .......................................
Eate taxes, state death taxes, and other charges borne by the property Interests lsted above ...........
GST tase bome by the property interests liated above but inposed on direct adps other than those shown
on this Part 2 (see I n s) ............................................................
Total fioed taxi and other charges (add Ines 2 and 3) ..........................................
Total tentative rndnwm dIrect sidps (subtract Ine 4 from line 1) ...................................
GST exemption allocated .................................................................
Su tr In 6 from ne5 ................................................................
GST tax due (divde ine 7 by 2.818182) .....................................................
Enler the arnount from ie 8 of Schedule R, Part 3 .............................................
Totol OST taxes paMy" by the esato (add Ines 8 and 9). Enter hers and Qn ine 22 of the Tax
Computation on page I ..................................................................
Schedule R - Page 34
CA 8 76R KW 11o0
Copyright Forms Saotww. Onty, 1998 Nalco
1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,000,000.00
800,000.00
200,000.00
70,967.73
0.00
70,967.73
D- 3
Form 706 (Rev. 7--8)
Estate of: J-HN 0. ( DIRB SKIPS BEAR GSr TM ) D]CDE r
Part 3. - Di Skips Where f Property Inae Translfe Do Not Bear the CGT Tax on the Direct Skils
Name of aldp person Descrlplon of property Interest transferred Estate tax value
1 Total estate tax values of A property intests Uated above .......................................
2 Estate taxo Mate death taxes, and other charges borne by te property Interests ted ...........
3 GST taxes borne by the property Intereste Hated above but hpoaed on direct skips other tha those shown
on ths PMt 3 (see Insmtnicons) ............................................................
4 Total fixed taxe and other charges (add ines 2 and 3) ..........................................
5 Total tlntadv mad rum dhrct skips (subtract Ens 4 from Ins 1) ...................................
6 GST exmno tlon alocaled ..................................................................
7 Sub ractlne from line 5 ................................................................
8 GST tax due (muwplV Ins 7 by .55). Enter here and on Schedule R, Put 2. Ine 9 .....................
0.04
0.0(
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Schedule R - Page :
CoPwyght Forms Sottuaro Only, INS Nalco D - 4
FORM 706, SCHEDULE R, DIRECT SKIPS WHERE THE PROPERTY
INTERESTS TRANSFERRED DO NOT BEAR THE GST TAX
The format and approach used in these federal and gift tax
returns are merely an expression of the author's interpretation
of the Code and regulations. Each practitioner should review
these returns and independently verify their accuracy before
recommending them for a client.
E-I
Form 706 (Rev. 7-98)
SCHEDULE R - Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax
Noes: To avoid application of the deemed allocation rules, Form 706 and Schedule R should be filed to allocate the GST exemption to trusts that
may later have taxable termninations or disributlorm under section 2612 even If the form is not required to be fed to report estate or GST tax.
The GST tax is Imposed on taxable transfers of Interests in property located outalde he United States as well as property loc inside
the United States.
See Instructlons beginning on page 17.
PAtt 1.- GST Exemption Reconcillation (Section 2631) and Section 2652(aX3) (Special QTIP) Election
You no longer need to check a box to make a section 2652(a)(3) (special OTIP) election. If you ...........
lt qualifying property In Prt 1, line 9, below, you will be considered to have made this election.
See page 19 of the separate instructions for details.
1 Maximum allowable GST exemption .......................................................
2 Total GST exemption allocated by the decedent against decedents ifekne transfers ..................
3 Total GST exemption allocated by the emMutor, using Form 709, against decedents lifetime
transTers ...................................... .......................................
4 GST exemption allocated on line 6 of Schedule R, Part 2 .......................................
5 GST exe mption allocated on line 6 of Schedule R, Part 3 .....................................
6 Total GST exenption allocated on line 4 of Schedule(s) R-1 ................................
7 Total GST exemption allocated to intervivos transfers and direct skips (add lines 2-6) .................
8 GST exerption available to allocate to trusts and section 2032A interests (subtract line 7 from
ine l) ...............................................................................
9 Allocation of GST exemption to trusts (as defined for GST tax purposes):
$1,000,000
200,000.00
0.00
0.00
800,000.00
0.00
1,000,000.00
B
Trust's EIN(11 any)
C
GST exemption allo-
cated on lines 2-6,
above (see inst.)
D
Additional GST
exemption ailocaed(see instrucon)
9DOTotalMay not exceed Ina8,above ........................... D 0.00
10 GST exemption available to alocate to section 2032A interests rec--ivod by indiv-duul beneficiaries
(subtract Ins 9D from Hem al. You muist attach sceclal use allocation schedule (see instructions).......
Trust's inclusion ratio
(optiona -- see
I instructionrs)
1101
Schedule R - Page 33
E - 2
A
Name of trust
(The Instuctions to Schedule R are in the separate instructions.)
CAA 11 70SRI NTF 15101
Copyright Forms Software Only, 1998 Nolco
Form 706 (Rev. 7-98)
Estate of: JN (D rI SaPS DO r BEAR GST VT DECMEWI
Part 2. - DIne S4)8 Where the opert Interests Transferred Bear the GST Tax on the Direct Sidps
Name of sidp person I Descriptlon of property Interest transferred Estate tax value
Total estate tax values of all property interests led above .......................................
Estat txAmes, state death taxes, and other chages borne by the property intosts listed above ...........
GST toe borne by the property Interests listed above but irposed on diect skips other #a those shown
on this Part 2 (see Ins uctions) ............................................................
Total fixed taxes and other charges (add ines 2 and 3) ..........................................
Total te tve mnvohm direct sldps (subtract line 4 from Ins 1) ...................................
GST rn pion allocated .................................................................
Sub - ine S trom line 5 ................................................................
GST tax due (divide Ine 7 by 2.818182) .....................................................
Enter the amount from ine 8 of Schedule R Pr3 .............................................
Tota OST as paylle by the estat (add ines 8 and 9). Enter here and on line 22 of the Tax
Cao ultlon on naas 1 ............ .. .... .........................................
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.0, 000.00
10 I 110,000.00
E - 3Schedule R - Page 34CAA 8 70SR2 wn; 1em
Coprght Fom 3a ttw Only. 1998 Nelco
r m N m m •
Form 706 (Rev. 7-0)
Estate of: 3JMN (DIRB~r SKEPS MO NC BEAIR GSr TX) DFCEDE1T
Part 3. - Direct Skip Where the Property Interests Transerred Do Not Bear the GST Tax on the Direct Skips
Name of skip person Description of property Interest transferred I Estate tax value
Grarxch'd cash Bt 1,000,000.00
1 Total estate tax values of all propery interests lsted above ....................................... 1,000,000.00
2 Estate taxes se deah taxes, and other charges borne by the property Interests listed above ........... 2 0.00
3 GST taxes bome by the property interests Iled above but rposed on direct skips other than those shown
on this Part 3 (see Instructions) ............................................................ 0. 00
4 Totd inred and other charges (add ines 2 and 3) .......................................... 4 0.00
5 Total WWM M a 1 1-reldpe (subtrac One 4 frMne1) ................................... 5 1,000,000.00
6 GST exemption locaed ................................................................. 6 800,000.00
7 subtracinseatorn One2 5 ...................................................... 7 200000.00
8 GST tax due (rnudply line 7 by .55). Enter hem and on Schaduo R. Part 2,Ins9 ..................... 8 110.000.00
CAA 8 70M NTF iesm3
Copyright Forms so!ttw Only, 1998 NoIo
E- 4 Schedule R - Page 5
m
DEEMED ALLOCATION OF GST EXEMPTION SHOWN ON
CURRENT GIFT TAX RETURN FOR PRIOR GIFTS
The format and approach used in these federal and gift tax
returns are merely an expression of the author's
interpretation of the Code and regulations. Each
practitioner should review these returns and independently
verify their accuracy before recommending them for a
client.
F-I
Form 709 United States Gift (& Generation-Skipping Transfer) Tax Return
(Rev. December 1996) (Section 6019 of the Internal Revenue Code) (For gifts made after December 31, 1991) OMB No. 1545-0020
Department of the Treasury Caledar yea 19 97
Internal Revenue Service 0- See separate InsVuctios Fer Prvae Act " e the Instructions for Form 1040.
1 Donor's fit rne and middle initial 12 Donor's lst name 3 Donoer's social security nu r
Jdkm Q. ( DEEED AMO CKI ) I Donor 012-34-5678
4 Address (number, street, and apartnent number) 5 Legal residence (domicile) (county& state)
P 101 Main Street VirqiniaA
R 6 City, state, andZIPcode 7 Citznhip
T Anywhere, VA 12345 USA
8 If the donor died during the year, check here • LJ and enter date of death _, Yes No
9 If you received an itnasion of time to fie this Form 709, check N 1-- & attach the Form 4868, 2688, 2350, or extension letter
E 10 Enter the total number of separate donees listed on Schedule A - count each person only once... b 5
N
E 11a Have you (the donor) previously filed a Form 709 (or 700-A) for any other year? If answer is "No," do not omplete line 1Ib.. X
A lb If the answer to line i a s "Yes," has your address changed since you last filed Form 709 (or 709-A)? ................... X
L 12 Gifts by husband or wile to third parties. -- Do you consent to have the gifts (including generatlon-sldpping transfers) made
by you and by your spouse to third parties during the calendar year considered as made one-half by each of you? (See
NF Instruc6ions.) (If the answer is "Yes," the folowing information must be furnished and your spouse must sign the coneent
0
R shown below. If the answer Is "No," skip lines 13-18 and go to Schedule A.) ....................................M 13 Name of consenting spouse 14 SSN
AT 15 Were you married to one another during the entire calendar year? (see instructions) .................................
16 If answer to 15 is "No," check whether I  ]married Idivorced or[ I widowed, & give date (see inst.) IN-
N 17 Will a gift tax return for this calendar year be filed by your spouse? ...........................................
18 Consent of Spouse - I consent to have gifts (& generation-skipping transf ers) made by me and by my spouse to third parties durng calendar
year considered as made one-half by each of us. We are both aware of joint & several liability for tax created by execution of this consent.
Consenting
spouse's slanature 10 Date •
1 Enter the amount from Schedule A, Part 3, fine 15 ......................................... 1
2 Enter the amount from Schedule B, line 3 ............................................... 2
3 Total taxable gfts (add lines I and 2) .................................................. . 3
4 Tax computed on amount on line 3 (see Table for Computing Tax in separate instructions) ......... 4
5 Tax computed on amount on line 2 (see Table for Computing Tax in separate instructions) ......... 5
6 Balance (subtract lne 5 from line 4) .................................................... 6
A 7 Maximum unified credit (nonresident aliens, see instructions) ................................ 7
T 8 Enter the unified credit against tax allowable for all prior periods (from Sch. B, line 1, col. C) ........ 8
2 9 Balance (subtract line a from line 7) .................................................... 9
- 10 Enter 20% (.20) of the amount allowed as a specific exemption for gifts made after September 8,1976,
T and before January 1, 1977 (see instructions) ............................................ 10
11 Balance (subtract line 10 from line 9) ................................................... 11
C 1 2  Unified credit (enter the smaller of line 6 or ine 11) ........................................ 12
13 Credit for foreign gift taxes (see instructions) ............................................. 13
P
A TU 14 Total credits (add lines 12 and 13) ..................................................... 14
T A 15 Balance (subtract line 14 from line 6) (do not enter less than zero) ............................ 15
A 1 16 Generation-skipping transfer taxes (from Schedule C, Part 3, col. H, Total) ...................... 16
C
H N 17 Total tax (add Ones15 and 16)................................................... 17
C
H 18 Gift and generation-skipping transfer taxes prepaid with extension of tine to ile ................. 18
EC
K 19 If line 18 is less than ine 17, enter BALANCE DUE (see instructions)........................... 191
20 If line 18 is areater than line 17. enter AMOUNT TO BE REFUNDED.
210,000.00
40,000.00
250,000.00
70,800.00
8,200.00
62,600.00
192,8.00
8,200.00
184,600.00
0.00
184,600.00
62,600.00
0.00
62,600.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have exarmined this return, including any accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best
of my knowledge and belief it is true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than donor) is based on all information of which
preparer has any knowledge.
Donoe'siqnatue No Data P.
Signature nr0
Preparers Mb ure Woods Battle & Boathe L!P, P. 0. B ox 397
address(other than donor)•1 Ri on, VA 23218-0397
Date •
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notkic -e page 1 of #W separat Instructmns1 t i s form
CAA 7091 NTF 6518
Copyright Forms Software Only, 1996 Nelco, Inc. N967091 F - 2
Form 709 (Rev. 12-6)
Preparer's
m w
wPreparar'ssgnatum(other 
than donor| •
Form 709 (Rev. 12-96)
io WUL i!I Computauon o Taxable itS
Does the value of item lted on Schedule A reflect valuation discount? If the answer is "Yes," see instructions . ..... yes No
Part 1- Gifts Subject Only to Gift Tax. Gifts less political organization, medical, and educational exclusions - see Instructions
A B C D E
tIorn 0 Donee's name and address Donor's adjusted Date Value at
number 0 Relationship to donor (if any) basis of gift of gift date of gift
Description of gift
lIf mh.W was ade by means of a trus; enter trust's
tenty g number and attach a copy oT the trust Instrument
w If the gift as of securties, give CUSIP number
OIUM GIFI
1 Jchn Q. Donor, Jr. (Son) 06/08/97 220,000.00
Forgiveness of Note
2 SUzy Q. Donor (Daughter) 08/21/97 10,000.00
Cash
Total of Part I (add amounts from Part 1, column E) ..................................................... IN 230,000.00
Part 2 - Gifts That are Direct Sdps and are Subject to Both Gift Tax and Generation-SkIpping Tranfe Tax. Veu must let the gtft In
chrenleogla order. Gifts less political organization, medical, and educational exclusions - see Instructions. (Also list here direct skips that are
subject only to the GST tax at this time as the result of the termination of an "estate tax Inclusion period." See instructions.)
A B C D E
Item 0 Donee's name and address Donor's adjusted Date Value at
number * Relationship to donor (f any) basis of gift of gift date of giftDescription of gift
SIf the.gM was made by means of a trust enter trust'sIdentifying number and attach a copy of the trust instrument
* If the gift was of securities, give CUSIP number
See Schedule attached
Total of Part 2 (add amounts from Part 2, column E) ..................................................... 0- 30,000.00
Part 3 - Taxable Gift Reconcillation
1 Total value of gifts of donor (add totalsfrom column E of Parts l and2) ............................. 1 260,000.00
2 One-half of Res attbibutable to spouse (see instructions) . 2 0.00
3 Balance (subtract ne 2 from One 1) ......................................................... 3 260 000.00
4 Gifts of spouse to be included (from Schedule A., Part 3, line 2 of spouse's return - see instructions) .... 4 0.00
If any of the gifts Included on ti line are also subject to the generation-skipping transfer tax, check
here b- [-] and enter those gifts also on Schedule C, Part 1.
5 Total gift (add Ines 3 and4) ..................................................... 5 260 000.00
6 Total annual exclusions for gifts listed on Schedule A (Including line 4, above) (see Instructions) ........... 6 50 000.00
7 Total included amount of gifts (subtract line 6 from line 5) ......................................... 7 210 000.00
DeducIlons (see Instructions)
8 Gift of interest, to spouse for which a marital deduction wigi be claimed, based
on item of Schedule A .............. 8 0. 00
9 Exclusions atibutable to gifts on line S ............................ 9 0.00
10 Marital deduction - subtract ane 9 from ne a .......................... 10 0.00 "z
11 CharItabie deduction, based on hers less exclusions ..... 11 0.00
12 Totd deducons - add lInes 10 and 11 ...................................................... 12 0.00
13 Subtractl ine 12 from ine 7 ................................................................ 13 210 000.00
14 Generation-skipping transler taxes payable with this Form 709 (from Schedule.C, Paut 3, col. H, Total) ...... 14 0.00
15 Taxable qfts (add lines 13 and 14). Enter her and on lne I of the MxCo1rnutat onon ae1 15 210 000.00
(If mor space is needed, attach additional shet of same size.)
CA 702 NTF 8513
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0
JoM Q. ( DEEMED ALLOCATICN ) DcWr
SSR: 012-34-5678
SCHiDLE A - Part 2
Gifts ih are Direct skips and are Subject to Both Gift Tax and GST Tax
A
Item
No.
B
Dcnee's name, relationship to dcnr,
address, and description
C
Dcnr's Adj.
Basis
1 Jdm Q. Dcncr, m (Grarndchild)
Withdrawal interest in trust donaticn *
2 Elizabeth S. Donor (Grarndchild)
Withdrawal interest in trust donation *
3 Robert T. Donor (Grandchild)
Withxdrawal interest in trust dcnation *
* Donor gave the following gifts to a
trust. 7he gifts were present interest
gifts pursuant to rights of withdrawal
granted in the trust agreement.
John B. O'Grady, Trustee
The Johm Q. Donor 1995 Irrevocable
Grandchildren's Trust u/a 8/29/95
EIN: 54-0000000
A copy of the trust agreement is
attached.
Cash
Total Gifts
$30,000.00
$30,000.00
30,000.00
F - 4
Page 1
D
Date of
Gift
08/01/97
E
Value of
Gift
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
08/01/97
08/01/97
ForM 709 (Ray 12-l8) b d|SC HEIW Al Comnutatlon of Taxable Gifts (continumdi
16 Tennlnble Intorst (OWP) Martl Doducdon (See instructions for line a of Schedule A.)
If a trust (or othw property) me the requhemeano of qualified teminable interest property under section 2523(), and
I. The tum (or other properly) isted on Schedule A. and
b. The value of the tust (or other property) Is entered in whole or in part as a deduction on line 8, Part 3 of Schedule A,
then the donor shall be deemed to have made an election to have such trust (or other property) treated as qualified terminable interest property
under section 2523(f).
If Iees than the entire value of the trust (or other property) that the donor has Included in Part I of Schedule A is entered as a deduction on in 8,
the donor s be considered Io have made an election only as to a fraction of the trust (or other property). The numerator of this fraction is equal to
the arount of the trust (or other property) deducted on line 10 of Part 3, Schedule A. The denominator is equal to the total value of the trust (or
other property) Noted In Part I of Schedule A.
If you malce the QTIP election (see Instructions for Ins 8 of Schedule A), the terminable Interest properly Involved wi be Included In your spouse's
gros estate upon his or her death (section 2044). If your spouse disposes (by gift or otherwise) of all or part of the qualifg fe Income Interest, he
or she w be considered to have made a transfer of the entire property that is subject to the gift tax (see Transfer of Certain Life Estates on page 3 of
the Instructions).
17 Seil Out of OTp Treaunt of Annulies
M -4 Check here if you elect under section 2523(f)(6) NOT to treat as qualified terminable Interest property any joint and survivor annuities that ae
reported on Schedule A and would otherwise be treated as qualified terminable Interest property under section 2523(f). (See instructions.)
Enter the Item numbers (from Schedule A) for the annuities for which you are making this election I0
SCIIED WEIl ~ Gifts From Prior Periods
If you answered wYeaw en line Ia of page 1, Part 1, see the Instructions for completing Schedule B. If you answered No,3 skip to the
Tax Computation on )ge I (or Schedule C, If applIcable).
A B AountC unified Amount ospecific ECalendar year orcalendar quarter Internal Revenue office credit against gift tax exemption for prior Amount of
ase Insructons) where prior return was fledr for periods after periods ending before itte(se Istucton) __________________________________ December31, 1976 January 1, 197 axbe ?
1992 Philadelrbia, Pennsylvania 8,200.00 40,000.00
1995 Philadepia, Penslvania 0.00 0.00
1996 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 0.00 0.00
1 Totals for prior periods (without adjustment for reduced specific
eyereption) ........................................ 8 1 200.00 0.00 40 000.00
2 Amoun if any, by which total specific exemption, line 1, column D, is more thn $30,000 ................ 2 0.00
3 Total amount of taxable gft for prior periods (add arnount, column E, lin 1, and amount if any, on
In 2). (Enter here and on line 2 of the Tax Computation on page 1.) ......... ......... 3 40,000.00
(If more space is needed, attach additional sheets of same size.)
CAA 78M8 NTF 8521
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F-S5
IMI'M --W I r-nmnutation of Taxable Gifts (continueen
Form 709 (Rev. 1 - 8 D *a
P . 4Form 709 (Rev. 12-96)
rIff EDLE:::01 Computation of Generation-SkidDina Transfer Tax
Note: Inter vivos direct skips that are completely excluded by the GST exemption must sti be fully reported (Including
value and exemptions claimed) on Schedule C.
Part I - Generatlon-Sklpplng Transfers
A B C D E F
"am No. Value Split Gifts Subtr Col C N Net Transfer
(from ScheduleA, (from Schedule A, (enter 1/2 of col. B) (surbcol. C Nontaae  ract Col. E
Part 2, col. A) Part 2 col. E) (see instructions) from col. B portion of transer from Col. D)
1 10,000.00 10,000.00 0.00. 10,000.00
2 10,000.00 10,000.00 0.00 10,000.00
3 10,000.00 10,000.00 0.00 10,000.00
if you elected gift spitting and your spouse Spit gifts from Value included Net transfer
was required to file a separate Form 709 spouse's Form 709 from spouse's Nontaxable (subtract col. E
(see the instructions for "Split Gifts"L you (enter item number) Form 709 portion of transfer fram cl. 0)
must enter all of the gifts shown on
Schedule A, Part 2. of your spouse's Form
709 here. S-
In column C, enter the item number of each S-
gift in the order it appears in column A of
your spouse's Schedule A, Part 2. We have S-
preprinted the prefix "S-'to distinguish your S-
spouse's item numbers from your own when
you complete column A of Schedule C, S-
Part 3.
In column 0, for each gift, enter the amount 
__
reported in column C, Schedule C, Part 1, S-
of your spouse's Form 709.
Part 2 - GST Exemption Reconciliation (Section 2631) and Section 2652(aX3) Election
Check box 1 U if you are making a section 2652(a)(3) (special OTIP) election (see instructions)
Enter the item numbers (from Schedule A) of the gifts for which you are making this election • i
1 Maximrum allowable exemption ................................................................ 1 $1,000,000
2 Total exemption used for periods before filing this return ............................................ 2 30 000.OC
3 Exemption available for this return (subtract line 2 from line 1) ........................................ 3 970 000.00
4 Exemption clained on this retum (from Part 3, col. C total, below) ..................................... 4 30 000.00
5 Exemption allocated to transfers not shown on Pan 3, below. You must attach a Notice of AIlocation. (See
ins truct io.) .............................................................................. 5 0 .00
6 Add lines 4 and 5 .......................................................................... 6 30,000.00
7 Exemption available for future transfers (subtract line 6 from line 3) .................................... 7 940,000.00
Part 3 - Tax Computation
A B C D E F G H
Item No. Net transfer Inclusion Ratio Maximum Applicable Rate Generation-Skipping(from (from Schedule C, GST Exemption Divide col. C (subtract col. D Estate (rmultiply col. E Transfer Tax
part 1) Part col.F) Alocated by co. B from 1.000) Tax Rate by col. F) (multiply col. B by col. G)
1 10,000.00 10,000.00 1.000 0.000 55% (.55) 0.0000% 0.00
2 10,000.00 10,000.00 1.000 0.000 55%(.55) 0.0000% 0.00
3 10,000.O0 10,000.00 1.000 O.000 55%(.55) O.0000% 0.00
55% (.55)
55% (.55)
55% (.55)55%(4.55)1
55% (.55)
55% (.55)
55% (.55)
Total exemption claimed. Enter
here and on line 4, Pat 2, Total generation-kipplng ta"f tax. Enter here, on line
above. May not exceed line 3, 14 of Schedule A, Par 3, and on liUn 10 of the Tax
Pan 2, above .............. 30,000.00 Copta aj 1. ..................................... 0.00
11 mors space is needed, attach additional sheets of same size.) F - 6
CAA 764 NTF 5522
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John Q. Donor
Attachment to 1997 Form 709
Schedule C
SSN: 012-34-5678
NOTICE OF DEEMED ALLOCATION
Donor made the following gift to The John Q. Donor 1995 Grandchildren's Trust U/A 8/29/1995
reported on his 1996 Form 709 for which a deemed allocation of the generation-skipping transfer
tax exemption was made pursuant to code section 2632:
Amount of Gift
After Split with Spouse
$30,000.00
Deemed Allocation
of GST Tax Exemption
$30,000.00 *
* Based on values as returned. Taxpayer allocates to the trust(s) listed above the smallest
amount of the Taxpayer's GST Exemption necessary to produce an inclusion ratio (as defined in
Internal Revenue Code Section 2642(a)) which is closest to or, if possible, equal to zero for each
such trust. This is a formula allocation, which will change if values are changed on audit.
F-7
Calendar
Year
1996
Date of
Gift
1/5/1996
REDETERMINATION OF APPLICABLE FRACTION FOR LATE
ALLOCATION OF GST EXEMPTION
The format and approach used in these federal and gift tax
returns are merely an expression of the author's
interpretation of the Code and regulations. Each
practitioner should review these returns and independently
verify their accuracy before recommending them for a
client.
G-1
REDETERMINATION OF APPLICABLE FRACTION §26.2642-4
Example:
Donor creates trust in 1992 to hold life insurance'policies insuring his life. His children or their
descendants are the beneficiaries. Donor makes transfers of cash to pay insurance premiums
according to the chart below. No GST exemption was allocated to the transfers in 1992-1994.
Timely allocations were made to the 1995 and 1996 transfers.
The allocation of donors GST exemption to the 1992 - 1994 transfers is a late allocation based
on application of the redetermined applicable fraction to the current value of the trust.
The following chart of the donations to the trust with values at dates of transfer:
Interpolated Terminal
Reserve Value
of Insurance at
Date Amount Date of Donation
8/31/1992 60,100 -0-
12/30/1993 60,000 14,761
01/01/1994 60,000 14,926
8/27/1995 60,000 34,595
8/24/1996 60,000 86,584
Gift tax 171,580
Return filing
1997
G-2
REDETERMINATION OF APPLICABLE FRACTION §26.2642-4
The applicable fr-action for a trust is redetermined whenever an additional exemption is allocated
to the trust or when certain changes occur with respect to the principal of the trust.
Definitions:
Numerator
Denominator
Non-tax portion
sum of GST exemption being currently allocated plus (+) value of non-tax
portion
value of trust immediately after transfer
value of trust principal immediately before transfer times (x) then
applicable fraction
1. Redetermination of applicable fraction for the transfer on 8/27/1995:
Amount of transfer 8/27/1995 $ 60,000
Value of trust 8/27/1995 $ 34,595
$94,595
63.43% (applicable fraction)60,000+0
94,595
2. Redetermination of applicable fraction for the transfer on 8/27/1996:
Amount of transfer 8/24/1996 $ 60,000
Value of trust 8/24/1996 S 86,584
$146,584
60.000 + (86.584 x 63.43%) =
146,584
114,920
146,584
78.40%
G-3
3. Allocation of donors GST exemption to current value of trust based on redetermined
applicable fraction to result in zero inclusion ratio:
Current value of trust
Redetermined applicable frac
Current value of trust
Less: Non-tax portion
Taxable portion for allocatior
134,519 + 37,062
171,580
1-1 applicable fraction
171,580
x .7840
134,519
171,580
<134,519>
37,062
I applicable fraction
= 0 inclusion ratio
WARNING: Use formula provision to safeguard allocation.
G-4
TRUSTS TREATED AS SEPARATE TRUSTS - MULTIPLE
TRANSFERORS TO SINGLE TRUST
The format and approach used in these federal and gift tax
returns are merely an expression of the author's
interpretation of the Code and regulations. Each
practitioner should review these returns and independently
verify their accuracy before recommending them for a
client.
H-1
CERTAIN TRUSTS TREATED AS SEPARATE TRUSTS §26.2642-1(a)(2)
A single trust is treated as separate trusts if there is more than one transferor to a trust.
Example:
Son creates trust in 1993 to hold life insurance policies insuring his father's life. Son's
children or their descendants are the beneficiaries. Son and Son's father make transfers of
cash to pay insurance premiums according to the chart below. No GST exemption has
been allocated before filing the 1996 gift tax returns.
The father's GST exemption is deemed to be allocated to the transfers as direct skips to
grandchildren.
The allocation of son's GST exemption is a late allocation based on application of the
redetermined applicable fraction to the current value of the trust.
The following is a chart of the donations to the trust with values at dates of transfer:
Date
8/31/1993
12/30/1994
01/01/1995
8/27/1995
8/24/1996
Gift tax
Return filing
1997
Amount
60,100
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
Interpolated Terminal
Reserve Value
of Insurance at
Date of Donation
-0-
14,761
14,926
34,595
86,584
176,405
H-2
Donor
Son
Son
Son
Father
Father
CERTAIN TRUSTS TREATED AS SEPARATE TRUSTS §2 6 .2642-1(a)(2)
Determination of the portion of the single trust attributable to each separate trust.
Formula:
Value of single trust
immediately after
contribution
times (x) Value of separate trust
immediately after the contribution
Fair market value of all of the
property in the single trust
immediately after the contribution
Trust is single trust until date of first donation by Father.
Portions of the single trust attributable to separate trusts:
1. 8/27/1995 Donation of $60,000 by Father.
Value of Father's separate trust
immediately after contribution
Fair market value of all of the
property in the single trust
immediately after the contribution
(60,000 + 34,595)
60,000
94,595
34,595
94,595
= 63.43%
= 36.57%
60,000
94,595
Father's Separate Trust
Son's Separate Trust
H-3
2. 8/24/1996 Donation of $60,000 by Father.
Value of Father's separate trust
Immediately after contribution
(63.43% x 86,584 + 60,000)
Fair market value of all of the
property in the single trust
immediately after the contribution
(60,000 + 86,584)
114,920
146,584
31,664
146,584
= 78.40%
= 21.60%
114,920
146,584
Father's Separate Trust
Son's Separate Trust
3. Late allocation by Son to current value of trust.
Current value of trust
Portion attributable to Son's Separate Trust
GST Exemption Allocation
176,405
21.60%
38,103
WARNING: Use formula provision to safeguard allocation.
H-4
LATE ALLOCATION OF GST EXEMPTION WITH MULTIPLE
TRANSFERORS TO SINGLE TRUST SHOWN ON CURRENT GIFT
TAX RETURN
The format and approach used in these federal and gift tax
returns are merely an expression of the author's
interpretation of the Code and regulations. Each
practitioner should review these returns and independently
verify their accuracy before recommending them for a
client.
I-I
Form 709 United States Gift (& Generation-Skipping Transfer) Tax Return
(Rev. December 1996) (Section 6019 of the Internal Revenue Code) (For gifts made after December 31, 1991)
Department of the Treasury Calendar yew 19 97
Internal Revenue Service b See separate Instructions. For Privacy Act Notice, see the Instrulons for Form 1040.
OMB No. 1545-0020
1 Donor's first name and rniddle initial 2 Donor's last name 3 Dones sca security number
Son Q. ( = A = CIN ) I Donor 345-67-8910
4 Address (number, street, and apartment number) 5 Legal residence (domicile) (county &state)
p 500 Elm Street VirginiaA
R 6 City, state, and ZIP code 7 CtzenshipT AnYW re, VA 12345 UM
8 If the donor died during the year, check here Li and enter date of death_ _ _ _ _ , . yes NO
G 9 If you received an extenelon of time to Ile this Form 709, check N & attach the Form 4868 2688,2350, or extension letter ..........
E 10 Enter the total number of separate donees Noted on Schedule A - count each person only once... • 3 ....
E 11a Have you (the donor) prevlously flied a Form 709 (or 709-A) for any other year? If answer is "No," do not complete line 11b.. X
A  ibIf the answer to line lI a is "Yes," has your address changed since you last filed Form 709 (or 709-A)? ....... ......... X
L 12 Gifts by husband or wife to third parties. - Do you consent to have the gifts (including generation-sldpping transfers) made
I by you and by your spouse to third parties during the calendar year considered as made one-half by each of you? (See
N
IF Instructlone.) (ff the answer is "Yes," the following Information must be furnished and your spouse must sign the consent
0R shown below. if the answer Is "Na," skip lines 13-18 and go te Schedule A.)................................... X _M 13 Name of consentin spouse Wife W. Donor 456-78-9101 114 SSN ................
A
T 15 Were you married to one another during the entire calendar year? (see instructions) ................................. X
1 16 If answer to 15 is "No," check whether I  ]marrie Idivorced orl I widowed, & give date (see inst.) W ..... .
N 17 Will a gift tax return for this calendar year be filed by your spouse? .............................................. X
18 Censent of Spause - I consent to have gifts (& generation-skipping transfers)rmade by me and by my spouse to third parties during calendar
year considered as made one-half by each of us. We are both aware of joint & several liability for tax created by execution of this consent
Censenting
mouse's snmature • Date N
1 Enter the amount from Schedule A, Part 3, line 15 .........................................
2 Enter the amount from Schedule B, line 3 ..............................................
3 Total taxable gifts (add lines I and 2) ...................................................
4 Tax computed on amount on line 3 (see Table for Computing Tax in separate instructions)........
5 Tax computed on amount on line 2 (see Table for Computing Tax in separate instructions) .........
6 Balance (subtract line 5 from line 4) ....................................................
7 Maximum unified credit (nonresident aliens, see instructions) ................................
8 Enter the unified credit against tax allowable for all prior periods (from Sch. B, line 1, col. C) ........
9 Balance (subtract line 8 from line 7) ....................................................
10 Enter 20% (.20) of the amount allowed as a specific exemption for gifts made after September 8,1976,
and before January 1, 1977 (see instructions) ............................................
11 Balance (subtract ine 10 from line 9) ...................................................
12 Unified credit (enter the smaller of line 6 or line 11) ........................................
13 Credit for foreign gift taxes (see instructions) .............................................
14 Total credits (add lines 12 and 13) .....................................................
15 Balance (subtract fine 14 from line 6) (do not enter less than zero) ............................
16 Generation-skipping transfer taxes (from Schedule C, Part 3, col. H, Total) ......................
17 Total tax (add lines 15 and 16) ........................................................
18 Gift and generation-skipping transfer taxes prepaid with extension of time to file .................
19 If fine 16 is less than fine 17, enter BALANCE DUE (see instructions) ...........................
20 If line 18 is areater than line 17, enter AMOUNT TO BE REFUNDED
1 0.00
2 0.00
3 0.00
4 0.00
5 0.0c
6 0.00
7 192,800.00
8 0.00
9 192,800.00
10 0.00
11 192,800.00
12 0.00
13 0.00
14 0.00
15 0.00
16 0.00
17 0.00
18 0.00
19 0.00
20 0.00
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return, including any accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best
of my knowledge and belief it is true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than donor) is based on all information of which
preparer has any knowledge.
Donor's
slanature 0 Date 1
Preparer'
signature
(other than donor)P
Preparers McQure Woods Battle & Boothe LP, P. 0. Box 397
addresslther tha, dorP Rid ,~Ii VA 23218-0397
For Paperwork Reductlkm Act IKtle, see page I of the separate Insructions ft te form.
CAA 7061 NTF 8518
Copyright Forms Software Only, 1996 Nelco, Inc. N967091 I - 2
Date Ill
Form 709 (Rev. 12-96)
!
I ------------It"
Date •
l -- i .................. 
| ---- -- 
i
Form 709 (Rav. 12-981
|S(~HEDUL:E A I Comnutatlon 0? Taxable Ur1ns
Part2 - Gifts That are Direct Skips and we Subject to Both Gift Tax and Generation-Skpping Transfer Tax. You must ast the gifts In
chronological order. Gifts less political organizabon, medical, and educational exclusions - see instructions. (Also list here direct skips that are
subject only to the GST tax at this time as the result of the termination of an "estate tax inclusion period." See instructions.)
A B C D E
item a Donee's name and address Donor's adjusted Date Value at
number * Relationship to donor Ct any) basis of gift of gift date of gift
Description of gift
If the gift was made by means of a trust, enter trust's
ldenfril.ng number and attach a copy of the trust instrument
* If the gift was of securities, give CUSIP number
Total of Part 2 (add amounts from Part 2, column E) ..................................................... 00 00
Part 3- Taxable Gift Reconciliation
1 Total value of gifts of donor (add totals from column E of Parts l and2) ............................. 1 60,000.00
2 One-halfofiom 1l,2,3, Part 1 attibutabletospouse(seeihnoucions). 2 30,000.00
3 Balance (subtract line 2 from lne 1) .............. 3 30 000.00
4 Gus of spouse to be included (from Schedule A, Part 3, line 2 of spouse's retum - see instructions) ........ 4 0.00
If any of the gifts Included on this line are also subject to the generation-skipping transfer tax, check
here 0- M and enter hose gifts also on Schedule C, Part 1.
5 Total gifts (add lInes 3 and 4) .............................................................. 5 30 000.00
6 Total annual exclusions for gifts listed on Schedule A (including line 4, above) (see instructions) ........... 30 000.00
7 Total included amount of gifts (subtract line 6 from line 5) ......................................... 700
Dedwos (see instructions)
8 Gift of interests to spouse for which a marial deduction wig be claimied, based
on items of Schedule A .............. 0 0
9 Exclusions atributable to gifts on Uea 8 ................................ 9 0.00
10 Matal deduction - suba line 9 from One 8 .......................... 10 0.00
11 Charitable deduction, based on items less exclusions ..... 11 0.00
12 Tota deductions - add Ines 1 and 11 ...... ........................................ 12 0.00
13 Subtract line 12 from lne 7 ......................... 3 0.00
14 Generation-sldpping transfer taxes payable with this Form 709 (from Scho*d'u C, Part 3, col. H, Tota) ....... 14 0.00
15 Taxable ift (add lines 13 and 14). Enter here and on line I of fe Tax Computation on pe 1.............15 0.0
(If more space is needed, attach additional sheets of same size.)
CAA 7092 NF 511
Copyright Forins Saotw a Only, 19 Nelco, Inc. N967092 I - 3
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a, mn9
Do e the value of any item listed on Schedule A reflect anyvaluation discunt? If the answer is -Yes, seei ......... yes No
Part I- Gifts Subject Only to Gift Tax. Gifts less poliftal organization, medical, and educational exclusions - see instructions
A B C D E
Item 0 Donee's name and address Donor's adjusted Date Value at
number 0 Relationship to donor (if any) bali of gift of gift date of gift
Description of gift
the gift was made by means of a tust, enter trust's
ideniln.ng number and attach a copy of the trust instrument
If the gift was of securities, give CUSIP number
See Schedule attacd
Total of Part1 (add amounts from Part 1, column E) .............................. 60,000.00
Scn Q. ( LATE ALIDCATIK ) Donor
SSI: 345-67-8910
SCHDULE
Gifts Subject
B
Donee's nme, relatian iip to dcrr,
adress, and de.iptin
A - Part 1
Only to Gift Tax
C
Donor's Adj.
Basis
GIFS SPLTT wrIM SPOUXSE
1 Jom Q. Donr, III (child)
Cash
2 Elizabeth S. Donor (Chid)
Cash
3 Robert T. Dcnor (Child)
Cash
A
Item
No.
Page 1
D
Date of
Gift
E
Value of
Gift
01/07/97 20,000.00
01/07/97 20,000.00
01/07/97 20,000.00
60,000.00
I - 4
F - 70l Rev 12-96 . -|-SlH flt= t: A] Comnutatlon of Taxable Gifts (mninudl
16 Teneirni. Interest (0np) Marw DeductiL (See instructions for One 8 of Schedule A.)
If l tu (or other property) mob the requirements of qualified terminable interest property under secon 2523(f), and
a. The trust (or other property) Is loted on Schedule A, and
b. The value of the trust (or other property) is entered In whole or in part as a deduction on One 8, Part 3 of Schedule A,
then the donor shall be deemed to have made an election to have such trust (or other property) treated as qualified terminable interest property
under section 2523(f).
If less than the entire value of the trust (or other property) that the donor han Included in Part I of Schedule A is entered as a deduction on ine 8,
the donor shal be conuidered to have made an election onlyas to a fraction of the trust (or other property). The numerator of thIs fraction Is equal to
th anount of the trust (or other property) deducted on line 10 of Part 3, Schedule A. The denoninator is equal to the total value of the tust (or
other property) Notd In Part I of Schedule A.
If you make the (MP election (see instructions for Ine 8 of Schedule A), the terrinable interest property involved wil be included In your spouse's
gross estas upon his or her death (section 2044). If your spouse disposes (by gift or otherwise) of al or part of the qualifying life income interest, he
or she wEi be considered to have made a transler of the entire properly that is subject to the gift tax (see Transfer of Certain Lfe Estates on page 3 of
the Instructions).
17 Eectao Out of TIP Treaument o/Annumes
M 4 Check here I you elect under section 2523(f)(6) NOT to treat as qualified terminable interest property any joint and survivor annuities that ame
reporled on Schedule A and would otherwise be treated as qualified terminable interest property under section 2523(f). (See instructions.)
Enter the Item numbers (from Schedule Al for the annuities for which you are makina this election I
MWED FUL! B Gifts From Prior Periods
If you answered "Ve" on Une Ila of page 1, Part 1, see the Instuctions for completing Schedule B. If you answered ONo," skip to the
Tax Computalkn on xge I (or Schedule C, If applIcable).
A B Amountf unified Amount oqspecfic ECalendar year orcalendar quarter Internal Revenue office credit anst gift tax exemption for poor Arnount of
(see I wh re prior return wa filed forperiods after periods ending before table gft(See Instructions_) December 31, 1976 January 1, 1977
1995 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 0.00 0.00
1996 Philadel ia, Pennsylvania 0.00 0.00
1 Totals for prior periods (without adjustment for reduced specific
exempton) ........................................ 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 Amount. if any, by which total specific exenption, line 1, column D, Is more than $30,000 ................ 2 0.00
3 Total amount of taxable gifts for prior periods (add amount, column E, line 1, and amount, if any, on
Un 2). (Enter here and on lne 2 of the Tax Computation on page 1.) ................................ 3 0.00
(If more space is needed, attach additional sheets of same size.)
CAA 7093 NTF 8521
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I r-nmnuMlon of Taxable ('-Ifts (nnntinuarn
Form 71 (R s _ 12-cJ1 1
I
Form 70 (Rev. 12-96 Pae 4IW EOL*,ZULE CI . Comlutation of Generation-Skippina Transfer Tax
Note: Intw vivos direct sWps that are completely excluded by the GST exemption must stilt be fully reported (including
value and exemptions claimed) on Schedule C.
Part 1 - Generaton-Skipping Transfers
A 3 C D E F
Item No. Value Split Gifts Net Transfer
(fromScedule A, (from Schedule A, (enter 1/2 of col. B) S (subtract cl. E
Pat 2, ol. A) Part 2 col. E) (see instructions) from col. B porton of transfer from col. D)
If you elected gift splitting and your spouse Spin gft from Value included Net transfer
was required to file a separate Form 709 spouse's Form 709 from spouse's Nontaxable (subtract col. E
(see the instructions for"Split Gifts, you (enter Mm number) Form 709 portion of transfer from col. D)
must enter all of the gifts shown on
Schedule A, Part 2. of your spouse's Form
70 herm.
In column C, enter the Item number of each -
gift in the order it appears in column A of
your spouse's Schedule A, Part 2. We have S-
preprinted the prefix "5--* to distinguish your S-
spouse's item numbers from your own when
you complete column A of Schedule C, S-
Part 3. __
In column 0, for each gift, enter the amount
reported In column C, Schedule C. Part 1, S-
of your spouse's Form 709.
Part 2 - GST Exemption Reconciliation (Section 2631) and Section 2652(aX3) Election
Check box W LJ if you are making a section 2652(a)(3) (special Q'iP) election (see instructions)
Enter the hem numbers (from Schedule A) of the gifts for which you are making this election I _ _ _
I Maximum allowable exemption ................................................................ 1 $1,000,000
2 Total exemption used for periods before fling this return ............................................ 2 30, 000.0(.
3 Exemption available for this return (subtract line 2 from line 1) ........................................ 3 970 000.00
4 Exemption claimed on this return (from Part 3, col. C total, below) ..................................... 4 0.00
5 Exemption aliocated to transfers not shown on Part 3, below. You must attach a Notice of Allocation. (See
instructions.) .............................................................................. 5 19 051 .50
6 Add lnes 4 and 5 .......................................................................... 6 19 051.50
7 Exemption available for future transfers (subtract line 6 from line 3) .................................... 7 950,948.50
Part 3- Tax Computation
A B C D E F G H
Item No. Not trEnsder Inclusion Ratio Maximum Applicable Rate Generadon-Skipping
Sch.. (from Schedule C, G ep D (subtract col. D Estate (multiply col. E Transfer Tax
part 1) Part 1, col. F) Allocated by col. B from 1.000) Tax Rate by col. F) (multiply col. B by col. G)
55% (.55)
____ ___________ 55% (.55) _ _ _ _ _ _
____ ___________ 55% (.55) _ _ _ _ _ _
____ ___________55%/ (.55) _ _ _ _ _ _
____ ____ ___55% (.55)
____ ____ ___55-/.(.55)
____ __________ _______55% (.55)_ _ _ _ _ _
___________ _______55% (.55) _ _ _ _ _ _
__________ _______ 55% (.55) _ _ _ _ _ _
___________ __________ ______ _______55% (.55) ___________
Total exemption claimed. Enter
here and on ins 4, Part 2, Total generation-ldplng transfer tax. Enter here, on ins
above. May not exceed ine 3, 14 of Schadule A, Part 3, and on ine 10 of the Tax
Part2, above .............. Computatlon on page 1 .............................. _.
(f more space le needed, attach additional shets of same size.)
CAA 7U4 NTF 8622
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Scn Q. ( IATE DCATICK ) Dc m Page 1
SS: 345-67-8910
NOTICE OF ALDlCTICN
For Calendar Year 1997
lhe following transfer(s) are not listed on Part 1, Schedule A:
Trust n ............. . . Father Q. Dorjr 1993 Irrev. Grancild
Trust EIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54-0000000
Total value of transfer . . . . . . . . $38,103.00
GSr exmipti allocated to transfer.. $19,051.50
Value of trust assets at effective
date of allocatiou . . . .. . . . . $176,405.00
Inclusion ratio after allocation . . . 0.000
Note: The GST exasption allocated to this transfer is based on values as
retursed. Dcror allocates to this transfer the smallest amount of
the dknor's GST exemptin necessary to produce an inclusion ratio
whid is closest to or, if possible, equal to zero.
Note: Gift was split with door's spouse and value reflects only dcor's
porticn.
I- 7
Name of Trust:
Son Q. Donor
Attachment to 1997 Form 709
Schedule C
SSN: 345-67-8910
NOTICE OF LATE ALLOCATION
The Father Q. Donor 1993 Irrevocable
Grandchildren's Trust U/A 8/29/1993,
John B. O'Grady, Trustee
EIN:
04/01/1997 value of trust
GST Exemption Allocated
(Gift split with spouse.)
(See attached computation):
54-0000000
176,405.00
19,051.50 *
* Based on values as returned. Taxpayer allocates to the trust(s) listed above the smallest
amount of the Taxpayer's GST Exemption necessary to produce an inclusion ratio (as defined in
Internal Revenue Code Section 2642(a)) which is closest to or, if possible, equal to zero for each
such trust. This is a formula allocation, which will change if values are changed on audit.
I-8
Son Q. Donor
Attachment to 1997 Form 709
Schedule C
SSN: 345-67-8910
Donations were made by donor, his father, Father Q. Donor, and his father's wife, Mother S.
Donor to the Father Q. Donor 1993 Grandchildren's Trust U/A 8/29/1993 as follows:
Interpolated Terminal
Reserve Value
of Insurance at
Donor Date Amount Date of Donation
Father Q. Donor 8/31/1993 60,100 -0-
Father Q. Donor 12/30/1994 60,000 14,761
Son Q. Donor 1/1/1995 60,000 14,926
Father Q. Donor 8/27/1995 60,000 34,595
Father Q. Donor 8/24/1996 30,000 86,584
Mother S. Donor 8/24/1996 30,000 86,584
The gifts to the trust by Father Q. Donor and Mother S. Donor are reported on their Forms 709
for 1995 and 1996. Deemed allocations of their generation-skipping transfer tax exemptions
were made to the trust.
The trust is treated as separate trusts for allocation of the generation-skipping transfer tax
exemption of donor, Son Q. Donor, pursuant to Internal Revenue Code §26.2654-1(a)(2). The
allocation is computed on the following pages.
1-9
Son Q. Donor
Attachment to 1997 Form 709
Schedule C
SSN: 345-67-8910
Determination of the portion of the single trust attributable to each separate trust.
Formula:
Value of single trust
immediately after
contribution
times (x) Value of separate trust
immediately after the contribution
Fair market value of all of the
property in the single trust
immediately after the contribution
Portions of the single trust attributable to separate trusts:
1. 8/27/1995 Donation of $60,000 by Father Q. Donor.
Value of Father's separate trust
immediately after contribution
Fair market value of all of the
property in the single trust
immediately after the contribution
(60,000 + 34,595)
60,000
94,595
= 63.43%
= 36.57%
Father's Separate Trust
Son's Separate Trust
I- 10
60,000
94,595
34,595
94,595
Donation of $30,000 by Father Q. Donor and Mother S. Donor.
Value of Father's separate trust
immediately after contribution
(63.43% x 86,584 + 30,000)
Value of Mother's separate trust
immediately after contribution
Fair market value of all of the
property in the single trust
immediately after the contribution
(60,000 + 86,584)
84,920
146,584
30,000
146,584
31,664
146,584
= 57.93%
= 20.47%
= 21.60%
84,920
30,000
146,584
Father's Separate Trust
Mother's Separate Trust
Son's Separate Trust
3. Late allocation by Son Q. Donor to current value of trust.
Current value of trust 176,405
Portion attributable to Son's Separate Trust 21.60%
GST Exemption Allocation 38,103
One-half for gifts split with spouse 19,051.50 *
* Based on values as returned. Taxpayer allocates to the trust(s) listed above the smallest
amount of the Taxpayer's GST Exemption necessary to produce an inclusion ratio (as defined in
Internal Revenue Code Section 2642(a)) which is closest to or, if possible, equal to zero for each
such trust. This is a formula allocation, which will change if values are changed on audit.
I-ll
2. 8/24/1996
